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Is it really possible to reverse the painful, debilitating symptoms of asthma and to reduce your

dependence on doctors and medication--in Just 21 days?Conventional medicine offers no real

solution to the seventeen million Americans suffering from this disease. But in this remarkable book,

Kathryn Shafer, Ph.D., and Fran Greenfield, M.A., share their natural alternative, the FUN program

(Focus, Undo, Now Act!), that can help you break the bonds of asthma forever in only minutes a

day!Kathryn Shafer's triumph over life-long asthmais a testament to the power of mind body healing.

This approach allowed her to successfully run the entirety of the New York City Marathon without

medication. Her astounding victory became the seed for the FUN program. Together,Fran

Greenfield and Kathryn Shafer reveal the intimate relationship between asthma and personal

freedom in this self-guided, breakthrough method, which many of their clients have used with

miraculous results.This "masterful, innovative, and successful program for the treatment of asthma"

(from the foreword by Gerald Epstein, M.D.) introduces:Over forty exercises, including

visualizations, for immediate symptom reliefA blueprint that redefines your relationship with

asthmaThree twenty-one-day healing plans that can be tailored to your own needsA unique mind

body perspective on exercise-induced asthma, nutrition, and environmentA fun guide developed

especially for kids!Along with a wealth of real-life success stories, these strategies can prevent

panic, clarify the meaning of symptoms, increase energy levels, and achieve a deeper healing than

you ever thought possible. Whether used as a complement to conventional medicine or as a

medication reducing alternative, this program empowers people of all ages to live more active,

fulfilling lives.
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Helped to understand the impact of emotions on my asthma. Many facts and tips on breathing

improvement. Good information here.

The first time I ever heard the word "psychosomatic" was in a high school English class. We had

been assigned our first research papers, ever. And one of the Class Brains was reading his, on the

subject of "The Psychosomatic Origins of Asthma". An asthmatic himself, he had seen four

specialists and studied all the available literature on the disease. Back then, in the late 1950s,

holistic treatment wasn't even a blip on the medical radar screen. Some twenty years later, when I

had the good fortune to meet a Harvard-trained MD who subscribed to the notion that most disease

had at least part of its origin in how we perceived ourselves and our world, I had the first-hand

opportunity to put that belief to the test. Joining with this doctor, and several other medical and

mental health professionals (of which I hasten to add, I am neither) in what he called "a healing

group" we worked with seriously ill people to help them overcome their diseases through meditation

and visualization. The success rate, while well below 100% was dramatic, and the impact it

continues to have on my life, twenty years after moving across the country, has been similarly

impressive. Obviously, I believe strongly in the mind-body connection, so this book caught my eye.

Having recently lost a sister who simply would not consider anything other than classic,

HMO-approved medical treatment for her catastrophic asthma-related illness, I suppose I reached

for "Asthma-Free..." more out of a sense of frustration than to put it to any specific use.

Nonetheless, I found it to be a valuable introduction into the science -- and I do think it IS a science

-- of healing through visualization. The endorsement of classically trained physicians was certainly

impressive. But even more impressive was the common-sense of it all...and the results that Ms.

Shafer cited in her own case. I can't say whether every asthma patient has the belief system or the

commitment to put this regimen to a full, fair test, but I do believe this eminently accessible and



well-thought-out book offers some new techniques -- and new hope -- for those willing to give it a

try.

The healing technique used in this book is largely based on behavioral modification. For that

reason, it has been misunderstood as a non-medical, non-scientific treatment. To the degree that

asthma is related to behavior--any kind of behavior, including fear response, eating, and

environment--this book can help an asthma sufferer.Asthmatic "behavior" in this book is modified

mostly through imaging--replacing the thoughts and feelings that accompany the onset of asthma

with thoughts and feelings that are contrary to the typical experience. It is a powerful tool, and to the

degree that someone's asthma is amplified or even catalyzed by behaviors, this book can be helpful

to someone to that degree.This book is NOT a new age book, nor is it any kind of introduction to

new age spirituality. Scientific method is abundant throughout it; nonetheless the book remains

fun.Finally, I found any "new-age" label the book receives to be completely ironic. that the book

begins with a question posed by a doctor to one of the co-authors that is identical to the question

another famous healer, Jesus, posed a man who had been ill for 38 years: "Do you WANT to get

better?" This simple question is the best possible point of origin for the curing of an asthmatic.

My teenaged daughter has asthma and carries her inhaler wherever she goes. I see the limitations

that this illness places on her. I do not ascribe to the medical view that illness has only a physical

origin. I consider that the body cannot be separated from the internal workings of a person, i.e.

thoughts, emotions, beliefs and outlook. I purchased this book based on the author of the forward,

Dr. Gerald Epstein, whose books, Healing Visualizations and Healing Into Immortality, I regard as

essential tools for daily life. I read Asthma Free in one sitting. I found it to be fascinating, informative,

original and in some ways, redemptive. The inherent message is that all of us have the power to

choose the course of our lives, including the physical ills that cause us to suffer. The authors

compile scientific research with original interpretation and creative exercises. In fact, the name and

meaning of the program - the F.U.N. Program - actually presents a method to conquer any difficulty

found in life. The three steps - to focus, to undo and to act - form the three essential movements of

all mindbody healing work. First, one must recognize the issue. To do this requires a moment of

stepping away from the emotional story or the physical symptom. You cannot see the painting if you

stand pressed against it. Second, you need to reverse the situation to experience how it would be

for you would live life without turmoil; even if you only imagine for a instant, this allows you to

glimpse life in an entirely new way. Third, you must act. You must bring this new perspective into



your everyday life and not confine it to intellectual awareness. These three directions, learned in

principle during the authors' study with Dr. Epstein, offer a way to freedom from asthma. I feel quite

fortunate to discover an organized system for health based on the perspective that I have always

held. Now, I just have to convince my daughter that she can heal herself from asthma. Teenagers

are not known for their ready acceptance of parental suggestions. But, I know that soon she too will

tire of this illness and will then be prepared to accept responsibility to heal herself. I will then give

her this invaluable book.
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